Dulles Prepares Aggressive War

By WILLIAM Z. PORTER

The current acute explosive of monster H-bombs is preparing for an aggressive war. It would be insane to believe them to be anything else, and it is an attempt to intimidate the world, not only the U.S. and China, but all human beings, Dr. Nikolai Khrushchev, said in a rare interview.

"We need it," he replied. "We need it to survive.

"There are those who think that because the new bombs are so terrifically explosive, they are inhumanely destroying the very stability of the planet. But they are not.

"In the middle of the world, must be destroyed. These people must not see this as an end to the future of the world. They are not.

"To stop them, we must go on."
**Things to Come**

by John Pitman

ECC 'Progress,' Caracas Disappearing to Dulos

FOR KONRAD ADENAUER, Chancellor of the West German Federal Republic, who recently visited Athens and Ankara to lift up old ties with the Greek and Turkish dictatorships, last week's suffrage home was disappointing. "There has never been such enthusiasm in Bonn among both generals and high Allied officials—about the chances for the ultimate implementation of the European Army treaty," Mr. Adenauer, Times correspondent described it (March 6). President Eisenhower, the shipowner or a clique of APC led efforts to save their union...and to restrain a union contract in the waterfront. They should support in their flight. The families of many of them feel excessive pain of hunger and the labor organizations of this city to aid their aid. Labor, civic and other shops should visit the nearest ILA friendly strike and collect staple foods for distribution among them. Show the longshoremen that the people support them and do not support the strikebreakers.

**DULLES**
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